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1. Using a toothpick, apply a thin, even coat of glue to the 
oppsite rim of the Sound Chamber Ring (A).

2. Place the Sound Plate (C) on that rim with the Air 
Groove facing up, align the Sound Plate (C) so it lines 
up evenly, and squeeze the parts together. 

3. Use a damp cloth or paper towel to remove any excess 
glue that squeezes out.

Step 2 - Sound Plate and Sound Chamber Ring

1. Apply a thin even coat of glue all around the top rim 
of the Sound Plate (C). Avoid the Air Groove (pic.1b). 
(Note: Using too much glue may clog the Air Groove)

2. With the Air Grooves facing each other, align and place 
the Fingering Plate (D) on the Sound Plate (C). 

3. Squeeze the parts together and wipe off any excess glue.
4. Double wrap your finished ocarina with the included 

rubber bands to hold it while the glue is drying (~15min.).

Step 3 - Sound Plate and Fingering Plate

Do not ingest wet glue or allow it to contact your eyes. For Optimal Sound Quality

A�er Step 1 apply a thin 
layer of glue to the inside 
corner where the Sound 
Chamber Ring (A) and the  
Bottom Plate (B) connect 
(see pic.). Use less than half 
of the glue for this.
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1. Read through the instructions before assembling.
2. Using a toothpick, apply a thin, even coat of glue on one 

rim of the Sound Chamber Ring (A).
3. Place the Bottom Plate (B) on that rim, align it so all 

sides line up evenly, and squeeze them together. 
4. Use a damp cloth or paper towel to remove any excess 

glue that squeezes out.
Note: You do not need to let the glue dry before going to the next step. 

Step 1 - Bottom Plate and Sound Chamber Ring
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“How to Assemble” video at
www.highspirits.com/ocarina 
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H
ow

 to Build Your Ocarina

Fun to Build, Easy to Play
!

Watch the “How to Assemble” & “How to Play”
Videos

www.highspirits.com/ocarina

High Spirits Flutesg
Music Made Easy



•  Thread the lanyard lace through lanyard holes and tie a 
Fisherman’s Knot (see below). Once tied, pull the knots 
away from each other to constrict the loop or towards 
each other to enlarge it.

Step 4 - Attaching the Lanyard

Personalize your ocarina (optional):
•  Smooth out the edges by lightly sanding them with fine 

sand paper (220 grit or finer).
•  Draw, color, or paint your ocarina to match your unique 

creative style.
•  Apply two or more coats of a non-toxic oil (e.g. Mineral 

Oil, Tung Oil), varnish, or lacquer. Oil finishes are often 
wiped on, while non-oil finishes can be painted or sprayed.

Optional Finishing Touches

“How to Play” Instructions and Songs

Twin - kle    twin  -  kle     lit   -   tle     star    how      I      won -  der   what    you     are.

Twin - kle    twin  -  kle     lit   -   tle     star    how      I      won -  der   what    you     are.     Up       a   -  bove   the    world   so    high    like      a       dia  - mond    in      the    sky.

Every e�ort has been made to accurately represent this product and its potential. Assembly errors may cause the ocarina to play incorrectly. �is ocarina is tuned to a nonspeci�c key.

See creative ways others have decorated their ocarinas: 
www.highspirits.com/gallery/ocarina

Share pictures of your ocarina on our website, email them to: 
ocarinapictures@highspirits.com

At this point your ocarina is a playable instrument!
Now watch the “How to Play” video at

www.highspirits.com/ocarina

Playing the basic scale on your ocarina:
1. Using flat fingers, cover all four holes, and blow into the mouth piece.
2. Open the back right hole (the smallest hole).
3. Close the back right hole and open the front right hole.
4. Close the front two holes and open the back two holes.
5. Open the front right hole.
6. Open all the holes.
7. Close the holes in the oppsite order to go back down the scale.
Tips
•  Increase the air pressure as you open each hole.
•  Watch the “How to Play” video: www.highspirits.com/ocarina
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Pentatonic Major Scale
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